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Sadly there are a number of farewells in this issue. Some are from
the skating or team scene but also tragically a farewell from this life
to Char Pawson, a very special member of our club. You’ll find a
tribute to Char on page 2.
The year ended with the Christmas party as it always does. We
dress up in Christmassy things - some outfits are new and some
outfits don’t change - we are always glad to see Jeanne in her rather
terrifying reindeer mask frightening children to clear the ice for adult
antics.
During the year CMFSC jointly with Centaurus Ice Skating Club
hosted the National Championships in Christchurch. The two clubs
have developed a great working relationship and both enjoyed
sharing the load of hosting a national event. Thanks to all those
involved.
This year, in Daphne’s absence, Kirsty Cox hosted the annual New
Year’s BBQ at her new Halswell home.Thanks Kirsty. You had a hard
act to follow and you did it superbly.

From the editor: For those of you who wait anxiously for each new
issue of Spiral, 2016 must have been a bitterly disappointing year.
But take heart, here’s an early issue and the promise of more to
come in 2017. My apologies for the paucity of issues last year.
We failed to bring to you our 2016 competition successes but be
assured they were as prolific as ever and you’ll find them all reliably
recorded on the NZIFSA website’s competition page.
We’ll find a spot in the following pages for some of the other
highlights of 2016.

Daphne leaves for Lake Tekapo
Your first encounter at Alpine Ice was probably Daphne Morris. And she more than likely recruited you as a CMFSC member too! But
now Daphne is off to begin a new phase in her life as she and husband Neville (also an ex Alpine Ice staff member) head off to Lake
Tekapo to join yet another ex Alpine Icer, daughter Katherine and her husband Dwayne (yes, you guessed - Dwayne worked at Alpine
Ice too.) It’s not goodbye to all of Daphne’s family though as her other daughter, Jacquie, is quickly memorising all the wacky food and
drink preferences of Coffee Clubbers to provide an
uninterrupted personalised Morris style service.
Daphne has been a wonderful asset to the club. She has
served on the CMFSC committee since 2011 and has played
a key role in ensuring the physical comfort of judges and
officials has been met at competition events in Christchurch.
With cheerful and reassuring efficiency Daphne keeps
everything running smoothly in the catering department while
taking an active interest in the skating progress and lives in
general of club members. Her great strength has been in
recruiting new members and it is in part thanks to Daphne
that we boast such a populous club today.
We will miss Daphne’s welcoming face each Coffee Club day
as we escape from the rigours of the ice to her heartwarming
smile and steaming hot coffee. Our very best wishes go to
Daphne and Neville in their new life. Don’t forget, members,
that they can be tracked down and visited at Lake Tekapo.
Just as they always welcomed us to their New Year’s BBQ’s,
they will welcome you in the MacKenzie country too.
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Char Pawson
1973 - 2017
team member in Spectrum Char played a
pivotal role and quickly became a go to
person for any kind of support, ready to
sort out problems, organise and enhance
c o s tu m e s w i th h e r a r ti s ti c fl a i r contributing in every way she could. It was
the same at competitions. Char brought
to them a ton of energy, enough for her
and all the competitors.

David’s picnic sunhat. Practical yet
elegant. Effective yet flattering. Who
can question his taste?

Sabina Crellin, Char Pawson, Marina
Tsevina (coach) and Aleksandra Jarmolik
take five after a vigorous training session.
David Ramm, with his usual cheerful grin
for the camera, takes the high moral
ground.

Sadly our fabulous Char Pawson passed
away on January 13 after a courageous
year long battle with cancer. Our hearts
go out to her husband Liam, children Cam
and Annabelle and her extended family
and many friends who will all miss her
more than words can say.
How do we begin to describe Char and
what she meant to us? Her good friends
came closest when they summed her up
as the walking phenomenon that was
Char.
When Char first came into our lives at the
rink her light shone so brightly, she
emanated so much warmth - we thought
that she might melt the ice. It’s not really
accurate to say “when Char came into our
lives” because Char never simply came
into people’s lives; she leapt into their
lives. At the Masters Games in Dunedin
2014 we thought - who is the marvel, this
golden girl who, though not competing,
has come down to support our skaters by
styling their hair, glamming them up with
superbly applied performance makeup
and most of all by cheering and
encouraging them so energetically from
the sidelines.

Some of Char’s many bedfellows at the
end of last year!

At her funeral, Char’s friends and family
paid tribute to the strength and energy
that she brought to all she did. Her
adventurousness and love of fun and how
in all the activities she took on, it was
never primarily about the dancing or the
skating, the climbing or the cycling. It was
about the people she met. A stand out
quality we all recognised in Char was her
ability to connect to others and to connect
others to each other. Char was both
motivating and inspiring and many of us
are left looking for ways to be even a little
like her.
Now that Char has gone, the ice may be
under pressure again - no longer in
danger of melting under the heat of her
spirit, it must bear the extra weight of our
heavy hearts. But that weight is lightened
by our memories of Char - wonderful
uplifting memories. Char, it was an
honour, a privilege and an absolute joy to
have you in our lives. We are so much
the richer for knowing you. Farewell our
beautiful girl.
Haere atu ra e wahine ataahua.

Then as Char’s skating developed we
were lucky enough to see how beautiful
she was on the ice - strong, graceful and
working hard to improve. During class
Char always brought loads of laughs every experience with her was fun. As a

Kiwibank Local Hero Award

Daphne puts on a brave face as she receives
her farewell card and says goodbye to the
Coffee Club team.

Congratulations to Wendy Thompson who received a local hero award at the end of last
year for her committment to the work of Bellyful, a charity that made 3000 meals last year
to deliver to families with sick newborns and young children. Wendy was quick to pass the
credit to the whole team at Bellyful who labour regularly in the food technology rooms of
Christchurch Boy’s High School to turn out their very welcome meals. The mission of
Bellyful is to help ease the stress on new parents and it works on the philosophy that food
brings people together and the community should support each other. Our Club members
saw recently how helping out with food can make a huge difference to those struggling
with illness when a rostered system gave this sort of support to Char Pawson and her
family during her illness. The family is very grateful to all those who helped out in this and
other important ways.
If you are interested in knowing more about Bellyful, Wendy will be happy to talk about it.

Robin hangs up his skates
and reflects on a long and happy skating career
Early in 2016 Robin Scanes reluctantly retired
from Spectrum Synchronised Skating Team.
We are very sorry to lose him and want to
acknowledge and thank him for his
contribution to the club since its inception and
to Christchurch skating for much longer.

Sandra Leadley became my Dance Coach
and with her mittens in tow she managed to
guide me through my medal tests to my final
endeavour which was to pass Inter Gold
Dance. Sharyn MacDonald was my first
partner with our first competition being at the
old outdoor Queenstown rink. At the time we
Robin reflects: I started skating in 1969 at
danced it was raining cats and dogs and
the Centaurus Ice Rink in Cashmere. After a
there was about 50 mm of
water on the ice surface.
We made a splash and
were placed first. Another
of my partners was Jan
Christieson.
With Kevin
Poit as our coach we had
heaps of fun as well as
some success with our
routines. Unfortunately, an
injured shoulder spelt the
end of my dance career.
When Precision Skating
(what we now call Synchro)
first started up I was a
member of Skate
Sensations.
We had so
much fun travelling
throughout New Zealand
and Australia with many
podium finishes, the most
rewarding being a silver
Robin and Jan Christieson skate their
medal in Australia. In those
hilarious Theatre on Ice - “Memories”
days while we were young
and clever we actually were
r
equired to skate two
couple of years getting used to the ice I
routines. We had a large team with a big
became an Ice Official and worked there for
difference in ages. After a couple of years
thirteen years becoming a member of the
without synchro, Canterbury Masters Club
Centaurus Ice Skating Club and finally ending
was keen to start Spectrum with the help of
up as Male Club Captain.
Kim Lewis. Several members of Skate
Sensations are current members of
There was many a night I spent with Mr de
Haan working on the old building to allow
skating to continue. Sometimes it was
replacing leaking pipes under the floor, or up
a ladder wiring the roof beams together or
placing polystyrene under the iron roofing to
keep the building insulated. Making ice was
a long-winded process then, as we had to
freeze the layers of ground below the ice
surface before we could start to lay water.
There were times when we used a lawn
mower to mow down the bumps that had
formed overnight after a particularly humid
evening. I was visiting the then partially
demolished rink after the roofing iron had
been removed. The only parts of the building
still upright were the wooden barriers, the
exterior framework and the rafters.
It was a
windy nor-west day and Barry McCallum, his
son Robert and myself were standing in the
old ice chute to get our photo taken, then we
stepped forward, as we did so the entire
building collapsed behind us. I can honestly
say I was the last person to be in that rink.

I learned how to do a three turn on the last
night of Dance Class before the rink closed
for the final time. Jeanne Begej took me aside
and endeavoured to teach me how to be a
dancer in hockey skates. Jane Mentink (now
Myer) attempted to guide me through my first
dances and from then on I was hooked.
From there I went to the old Big Apple rink
and started by helping around the
construction site and I am still there!!
We
have seen many changes from the Big Apple
to Mt Hutt Leisure Corp through to the current
Alpine Ice Sports Centre.

Over the years of skating we have managed
to travel far and wide. Skating on the Myers
Music Bowl in Melbourne Botanical Gardens,

Robin with Stephen Codd and coach
Kim Gormack - “Sister Act”

and in a farm building adapted to an ice rink
in Bendigo, a four hour train ride from
Melbourne. Rhonda and I have also skated
for pleasure with Helene Wren on the Rideau
Canal in Ottawa where we skated for 9
kilometres on river ice; in the rain at an
outdoor rink in the middle of Old Town
Quebec City, Canada; outdoors on frozen
locks in Montreal, indoors at the Atrium on
the top of a shopping mall also in Montreal,
West Edmonton Mall in Alberta, outdoors at
the Royal Fountain in downtown Toronto, the
Trump Rink in Central Park New York, City
Pond by the “Friends” fountain and also in
New York city (where one of the managers
commented to Rhonda that I made his rental
skates look good) to name but a few.
Competing in the Masters Games in Dunedin
in 2008 I proudly returned home with five gold
medals from five events. The most rewarding
was the Theatre on Ice where I skated a
comedy routine with Jan. That was the same
weekend we set fire to the heater mounted on
the wall of our Porta Cabin at the Dunedin
Camping Ground.

Spectrum with winter training camp coach Aleisha

Canterbury Masters Club and I am sure they
will agree with me that it was a really great
team.
A few years later I resumed my
precision skating career to take up the renamed challenge of Synchronised Skating.
Spectrum has been exactly that.
A diverse
mix of abilities and ages that has jelled into
the successful team that it is today. I admit
to missing being on ice with the team but am
still feeling part of it all by trying to help out
with music and fund raising.
I have skated dance with many different
partners during my career - Carey Shepherd,
June Laird, Jeanne Begej, Sharyn McDonald,
as well as Jan Christieson.

I have skated in many of Alpine Ice’s shows,
mostly in comedy routines, and have enjoyed
myself immensely over the years and have
even skated in a full “penguin suit” with tails
whilst accompanying June Laird in a dance
competition.
Due to my body breaking down I have sadly
had to end my long and happy skating career
with my back, shoulder and knees telling me
that all the will in the world can’t get them to
work without retaliation.
I would like to thank all the people who gave
their time to help make my skating career so
much fun. I wish all my fellow skating friends
happiness on ice. Cheers, Robin
Robin, thanks for sharing these memories
with us. In a career that didn’t start until he
was 30 Robin has a final medal count of 53.
A brilliant tally! But more than that Robin has
been a great asset to the club - up for
whatever was needed to make the team or

Summer Development Workshop 2017
This year our annual Summer Development Workshop ran again over 6 nights in
the last two weeks of January. It attracted a total of 22 skaters, an average of 16 17 each night. With 5 coaches and 2 volunteer coaches there was plenty of
opportunity for some intensive early season training. Thanks to the New Zealand
Racing Board and the CCC whose generous funding towards ice hire allowed us
to charge minimal fees. Here’s some feedback from participants:
Anna Douglas-Bray says:
The training camp was a fantastic way of getting back on the ice after a break.
Warm ups were well structured and prepared us well for the group lessons.The
lessons were fast paced yet allowed skaters time to practise all elements. We
had a fantastic group of people to skate with. I enjoyed meeting a few new faces
and catching up with those I already knew. Thanks CMFSC for organising
another fun and purposeful skating opportunity!

Club clown Karen Kennedy puts patron Kath
Craven to the test on Kath’s 87th birthday

Aleks suffers a
close encounter
with Dunedin street
art during the NZ
Masters Games in
Jan 2016

And from Alastair Christie:
After a break from skating over Christmas the summer workshop was a great way
to get into a new year of ice skating. Additionally it was nice to catch up with
people who I haven’t seen in a while. Much of the time was spent going over
general skating skills such as edges, turns, posture and the likes. All useful and
important if you want your skating to look good :). Also there were sessions
during the workshops covering more advanced elements such as spins and
jumps. Overall I enjoyed the workshop sessions, great people, great coaches, ice
skating that challenged me and that is really what workshops are all about.

Who is on the sick list?
Not Sally Craighill again? It’s true - all kitted out in her skating
dress and padded shorts and with a mountain bike on the car for
an after skate adventure, Sally took a tumble down a step and
was left with a badly broken foot and ankle. Why her? She was
just 10 days from a big trip to the UK. But there’s the silver lining.
You’ll remember Sally’s fascination with arm knitting a few years
back. Yes, actual arm knitting. Well, just in time for a suitable distraction
from her immobile and painful state,
Sally has discovered that arm
knitting has moved on. It’s been
supeseded by giant knitting on (you
guessed) giant needles. With wool
as thick as a ship’s cable but in
better colours, Sally has moved on
from knitting tank camouflage
covers for the army to knitting pretty
pink throws for her home. But best
of all, rather than splash out on the

Pink is usually Sally’s colour of choice for a cast, but
she’s breaking limbs so often she opted for paw prints
this time. Crafty types - note the natty little knitted toe
sock - all part of The Bone Shop’s fine service.
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overpriced oversized needles
(they cost $99!), Sally has
converted her spare wooden
crutches to do the job. You saw it
here first. A Lederman knife with
a well honed edge was all she
needed. And if her crutches
aren’t handy she can slip a giant
bulbous needle end under each
arm and hobble about without
putting her knitting down. She just needs to take care not to stab the injured
foot with the sharp end. Sally is truly the craft queen. Best wishes Sally for a
speedy recovery.
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